As winter (finally) starts to come to a close, cherry blossom season will soon be upon us. You've likely seen photos of these beautifully blossoming trees on your feed and even added them to your travel Pinterest board.

But good news! You can actually see these pink and white beauties IRL all across the country from March through May — exact locations below.
5. Dallas, Texas

Where to go: The Dallas Arboretum is truly a spring sensation. Yes, you'll see 150 Yoshino, Okame, and Kwanzon cherry trees scattered throughout the 66-acre property, but you'll also see loads of tulips, making this place a real life floral paradise.

Where to stay: The Statler Dallas is located in the heart of downtown Dallas that's just over six miles from the Dallas Arboretum. Plus, once you're done chasing cherry blossoms for the day, the hotel has a great rooftop pool and bar for round-the-clock activities.

Rooms starting at: $184+